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Abstract. In enterprise modeling, organizational structures as well as
an enterprise’s processes and important artifacts (e.g., business knowl-
edge stored in documents) are captured formally using different kinds of
models. These models are not only used for documentation purposes, but
they are also used to provide guidance for employees. For example, the
models may impose rules on artifact access (i.e., who is allowed to view or
manipulate certain artifacts) or they may define workflows for individual
processes (e.g., which employees should perform which adaptation steps,
and in which order). However, existing enterprise modeling approaches
typically support only coarse-grained artifacts. For instance, only indi-
vidual files can be associated with workflow tasks. Unfortunately, enter-
prise artifacts are typically of high complexity (e.g., spreadsheets contain
millions of data cells). Therefore, it is not sufficient to provide employ-
ees only with information about the artifacts involved in a task, but it
is necessary to provide more detailed information (e.g., which cells in a
spreadsheet are relevant).

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to enterprise model-
ing that addresses the issue of too coarse-grained support for enterprise
artifacts. Our approach relies on a generic knowledge-sharing platform,
called DesignSpace, in which all aspects of an enterprise are integrated
and stored at a fine level of granularity. The DesignSpace supports fine-
grained representation of enterprise artifacts and their linking to tasks in
defined workflows. Moreover, it enables automatic, efficient, and generic
workflow support. First case studies suggest that the approach is feasible
and provides significant improvements in terms of efficiency compared to
state-of-the-practice enterprise modeling solutions.
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1 Introduction

Generally, enterprise modeling captures the organizational structure as well as
important processes of an enterprise [1–5]. The organizational structure depicts
an enterprise’s organizational hierarchies and includes detailed information about
how individual areas of the enterprise are interrelated (e.g., chain of command,
reporting hierarchy) [1,6]. The modeled processes define at a quite abstract level
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which information is available in the enterprise and how information should be
shared and propagated [6]. Typically, for each process there is a detailed workflow
that defines guidelines for employees about how to execute the process step-by-
step; it consists of a series of ordered tasks that have to be perfomed, where each
tasks is assigned to either an individual or a group of employees [4,6,7]. For the
sake of simplicity, we will refer to those responsible for performing tasks (i.e., indi-
vidual members of the organization or groups thereof) as agents in this paper.

Indeed, capturing these aspects in enterprise models with graphically appeal-
ing visual notations is beneficial for building awareness and making communica-
tion about the organization more efficient [1,8]. However, capturing these aspects
is not enough. Especially for processes, it is crucial that they are not only well
defined, but that they are also executed properly. Thus traceability and process
enforcement are essential for applying enterprise models successfully and with
maximum effectiveness [7,9]. Unfortunately, most existing approaches to enter-
prise modeling do not support these aspects in enough detail. Specifically, process
enforcement is typically limited to the definition of workflows and the assign-
ment of defined tasks to agents (e.g., [5,7,10]). Tasks often including coarse-
grained information about the involved enterprise artifacts. After performing an
assigned task, it is typically marked as completed by the corresponding agent
(e.g., through an enterprise management system) and the next task is started.
For example by notifying another agent about the new, pending task. While this
is indeed a first step in the right direction, it is by far not sufficient as typically
traceability is limited to who performs which task, and which enterprise arti-
facts are involved (e.g., a spreadsheet for calculating the total personnel costs)
[8]. With artifacts of increasing complexity, such as spreadsheets with millions
of cells and highly complex calculations, the coarse-grained level of traceability
that is available in existing approaches does not suffice to provide meaningful
guidance for agents. However, traditional approaches cannot tackle this issue as
they generally do not consider enterprise artifacts at a level finer than individual
files (at least in a generic fashion) [8].

Furthermore, adaptations to files performed by agents during workflows may
introduce contradictions (also called inconsistencies) between knowledge cap-
tured in the adapted file and knowledge existing in other files—or even within
the same file. For instance, after adding information about a new employee in
a spreadsheet, it may be necessary to perform another adaptation that updates
the total number of employees for the specific organizational unit in the orga-
nization model. Unfortunately, such inconsistencies that may be introduced to
enterprise knowledge typically cannot be detected with existing approaches.

In this paper, we present a novel approach to enterprise modeling that
addresses the issue of coarse-grained traceability and enterprise artifact inte-
gration, and missing guidance and detection of errors made during workflows.
We introduce a platform, called DesignSpace, that allows for the integration of
enterprise knowledge at arbitrary levels of granularity. The DesignSpace sup-
ports enterprise models and artifacts of arbitrary formats and notations, as well
as traceability between these models and enterprise artifacts. For efficient process
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and workflow support, it provides various mechanisms such as incremental con-
sistency checking, automatic change impact analysis, knowledge propagation,
or change notifications. First case studies with a prototype implementation of
the DesignSpace indicate that the proposed approach is technically feasible, scal-
able, and usable in practice. Please note that the DesignSpace as a platform for
knowledge sharing has been published previously [11]. The novel contribution
of this paper is the application of the DesignSpace approach to the domain of
enterprise modeling to address the issues discussed above.

2 Illustrative Example

As a simple, yet illustrate example, consider the following scenario that involves
the organization model of an enterprise and a spreadsheet that is used for cal-
culating the enterprise’s personnel costs, grouped by individual departments.
Assume that a large enterprise’s European accounting department has just hired
an intern for several months. For this hiring process, a workflow is defined that
contains two tasks: (i) add the intern’s information to the organization model,
and (ii) add the intern’s information to the enterprise’s cost-calculation spread-
sheet. For the first task, an agent uses an organization modeling tool and adapts
the organization model. To execute the second task, another agent has to add
the intern to the list of employees and he must insert the intern’s personal
information and salary in the corresponding spreadsheet, which is linked with
the task. As the agent performs this task, he encounters two challenges. First,
he must find the exact location within the document where information about
the accounting department is kept. Second, to obtain the correct salary for the
cost calculation, the agent must look up the salary for interns in the accounting
department, which is already defined in the spreadsheet. Note that for a complex
spreadsheet with millions of cells, dozens of pages, and numerous complex calcu-
lations, this task becomes quite error prone and the agent may, by accident, add
the intern to the wrong department (e.g., the logistics department), or he may
use the wrong salary (e.g., the salary for junior accountants, or interns in the
logistics department). Moreover, the intern’s personal information (e.g., name,
social security number) is entered twice by different agents. If either of them
enters information incorrectly, an inconsistency is introduced. Unfortunately,
this inconsistency likely remains undetected as there is no connection between
the organization model and the cost-calculation spreadsheet.

Overall, this simple example highlights how the lack of fine-grained integra-
tion of enterprise artifacts and models and the resulting lack of traceability and
consistency checking may lead to contradictions in enterprise knowledge.

3 DesignSpace

Next, we discuss in detail the capabilities of the DesignSpace with respect
to enterprise modeling, workflow support, and knowledge management. The
DesignSpace is a cloud-based knowledge integration and service platform that
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Fig. 1. Approach Overview.

enables effective and efficient knowledge sharing and management by providing
an integrated view on knowledge of various sources and in various formats. The
DesignSpace also allows arbitrary inter-dependencies to be established within
this representation of enterprise knowledge, therefore augmenting the knowledge
already available in the individual models and artifacts. Moreover, it provides
services that enable agents to work with diverse enterprise artifacts, to handle
inconsistencies between individual pieces of enterprise knowledge, and to per-
form transformations of knowledge during the execution of tasks. An overview
of the DesignSpace approach is depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1 Integration Services

The DesignSpace is a mirror of existing enterprise knowledge, reflecting the
contents of existing files using a uniform representation. The existence of the
DesignSpace is generally transparent to agents as they can continue to work with
common modeling or artifact editing tools to edit enterprise knowledge. How-
ever, the DesignSpace’s integration of knowledge enables a range of knowledge
sharing and information services that, for example, allow agents to define inter-
dependencies among enterprise models and artifacts—even if these are produced
and edited in different tools and stored in different files with different formats.
These services will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.2.

There are two ways of integrating existing enterprise knowledge in the Design
Space, which we discuss next: file-based integration and tool-based integration.

File-based Integration. File-based knowledge integration takes as input the
existing files that contain enterprise knowledge (e.g., enterprise model files or
spreadsheets). The contents of these files and are parsed and mapped to the uni-
fied representation used in the DesignSpace by file-adapters. For each type of file
to be integrated with the DesignSpace, a corresponding, file-type-specific adapter
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is used. Note that the tool adapter also defines at which level of granularity files
are mapped to the DesignSpace’s unified representation. For instance, an adapter
may work at a very fine-grained level of granularity and map the individual cells
of a spreadsheet to the DesignSpace (i.e., for a single spreadsheet, information
about each of its cells is available in the DesignSpace). However, for certain prim-
itive enterprise artifacts this may not be required (e.g., for image files). When
knowledge—and thus the file in which the knowledge is stored—evolves, this is
reflected in the DesignSpace by incrementally updating the uniform representa-
tion. This synchronization is fully automated by the file-adapters.

Tool-based Integration. Even though the default way of integrating enterprise
knowledge is via file-adapters, the DesignSpace also supports and encourages
the use of tool-adapters that map tools’ internal data structures (and thus the
knowledge that is edited with the tool) to the DesignSpace’s uniform represen-
tation on-the-fly. Tool-adapters have a grey background in Fig. 1. In the figure,
tool-adapters are used for enterprise artifacts and file-adapters are used for enter-
prise models. This is by coincidence and not a prescription of our approach. The
major benefit of tool-adapters is that they allow for the augmentation of tools
with additional information. For example, inconsistencies may be highlighted
directly within a tool.

Overall, the DesignSpace is agnostic to the enterprise knowledge it manages
and thus supports arbitrary knowledge. Only adapters are aware of which knowl-
edge is integrated with the DesignSpace and how the mapping to the uniform
representation of the DesignSpace is done.

3.2 Knowledge Sharing and Management Services

The DesignSpace provides extensive support for sharing and managing enterprise
knowledge efficiently.

Traceability Support. Once an enterprise’s knowledge is integrated with the
DesignSpace through adapters, as discussed above, traceability information may
be added. The DesignSpace allows for the definition of traceability between arbi-
trary pieces of knowledge. Traces may be used within or between individual
enterprise models or artifacts, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, it is possible to
link a specific cell in a spreadsheet to another cell within the same file, to link
individual cells of a spreadsheet with certain workflow tasks, or to link specific
files to certain agents (e.g., to define access rights or responsibilities; not depicted
in the figure). Different kinds of traces are available in the DesignSpace: untyped
and typed traces.

Untyped traces. Arbitrary pieces of knowledge (i.e., parts of enterprise models or
artifacts) can be connected via untyped traces. Such traces do simply consist of
two connection ends where each end points to at least one piece of knowledge.

Typed traces. Typed traces are defined using meta-information. For typed traces,
it is defined explicitly which kinds of knowledge they may link. Moreover, typed
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traces may have explicit semantics assigned. For instance, to define responsibil-
ities within an enterprise, a typed trace named responsibility trace may be
defined that allows only the linking of (parts of) enterprise artifacts to agents.
Each such trace then defines a specific responsibility. As another example, a sim-
ple equality trace may be defined for a certain type of enterprise artifact knowl-
edge (e.g., spreadsheet cells) and it may require the linked pieces of knowledge
to be actually equal (depicted as traces named equals in Fig. 1). The semantics
of such a trace are straightforward: it requires the linked spreadsheet cells to
have equal values. Similarly, a complex equality traces could be defined between
knowledge pieces of different types, along with explicit information about how
equality is defined. Such a trace could be established, for example, between
spreadsheet cells and enterprise model elements. Equality could be defined as
both the spreadsheet cell and the enterprise model element must contain the
same value. For every typed trace it can be checked if the trace is correct or if
there is a mismatch between the linked knowledge and the desired relation (i.e.,
the semantics) are violated.

Consistency Checking. A key feature of the DesignSpace is consistency
checking. Generally, consistency is given if enterprise knowledge is free of incon-
sistencies (i.e., contradictions). Such contradiction may occur not only between
knowledge stemming from different sources (e.g., a spreadsheet cell and an enter-
prise model element represent the same knowledge, but both have different val-
ues), but also between pieces of knowledge that stem from a single source (e.g.,
two cells in a spreadsheet that should have the same value actually have different
values). Indeed, a contradiction indicates that either an agent made a mistake
during knowledge adaptation, or that different agents have a different under-
standing. In the DesignSpace, consistency checking is done automatically based
on defined traces (see above) and also on explicitly stated, domain-specific, and
adaptable consistency rules. These rules are defined for certain types of knowl-
edge and specify desired conditions that must hold between individual pieces of
knowledge. For instance, a consistency rule may state that each pending task
during a workflow must be assigned to an agent, and that the assigned agent
must belong to the organizational unit that is responsible for performing that
workflow.

Change Impact Analysis and Change Notification. Whenever agents per-
form tasks during a workflow, they may adapt and change enterprise knowledge.
In particular, they may adapt pieces of knowledge that were previously adapted
by other agents. Or they may change knowledge which other agents depend on.
In the DesignSpace, every single adaptation of enterprise knowledge is analyzed
automatically by the change impact service for its potential effects on other
agents (based on defined traces). If a piece of knowledge is changed, the agents
that are linked to the changed part either directly through a trace or transitively
through a chain of traces can be notified about the change. This allows these
potentially affected agents to review the change and to react to it accordingly.
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Knowledge Transformation and Propagation. As discussed above, adap-
tations of enterprise knowledge may lead to inconsistencies. In addition to the
detection of inconsistencies, the DesignSpace also supports mechanism for repair-
ing inconsistencies and propagating adaptations in a way that re-establishes
consistency among pieces of knowledge.

4 Fine-Grained Enterprise Artifact Integration

Let us now discuss specifically how enterprise knowledge can be integrated with
the DesignSpace. In particular, we present how traditional enterprise models and
arbitrary enterprise artifacts can be integrated.

4.1 Organization, Process, and Workflow Models

In enterprise modeling, models that describe the organizational structure, the
processes, and their associated workflows are commonly used. Typically, these
models provide fine-grained information and they are stored by modeling tools
in common file formats that are well-structured and well-documented (e.g., XML
files with defined schemas); the structure of the models typically resembles
a graph-structure. Therefore, integration of these models typically requires a
straight-forward mapping of the well-structured model file contents to the
DesignSpace’s uniform representation. For XML files, for example, it is suffi-
cient to use a single, generic adapter that takes as input an XML schema and
a model file to perform the integration of the corresponding model with the
DesignSpace.

However, even if custom enterprise modeling tools are used that do not allow
for the export of models to common file formats, at most one adapter is required
per model type; and, indeed, the number of different models is usually quite
limited.

4.2 Enterprise Artifact Models

Besides the integration of the typical enterprise models discussed above, other
enterprise artifacts must also be integrated with the DesignSpace. Compared to
the integration of the typical enterprise models, as discussed above, the inte-
gration of arbitrary enterprise artifacts is more challenging. Specifically, this
is because of diversity of enterprise artifacts, which range from spreadsheets,
over semi-structured documents containing natural language, to domain-specific
files. Especially the latter imposes challenges as for different business domains,
different domain-specific knowledge is required. For example, technology com-
panies require hardware models and source code of software to be integrated,
whereas for commercial banks the domain-specific enterprise artifacts may con-
tain risk-analysis and stock exchange information. Indeed, for each kind of these
enterprise artifacts, a corresponding adapter is required that maps the artifact
to the DesignSpace. In contrast to Sect. 4.1, this mapping is less straight-forward
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because the files that contain the domain-specific knowledge are often created
by custom-built tools. Moreover, before building an adapter, it must be deter-
mined at which level of granularity the knowledge should be reflected in the
DesignSpace. The level of granularity necessary does not only depend on the
knowledge contained in an enterprise artifact and its structure, but also on how
and where the artifact is used in workflows. If an artifact is only used as-is during
workflows (e.g., an image for the enterprise’s official letter head, which is only
embedded in documents for customer correspondence but never changed), it is
sufficient to represent the artifact at file-level-granularity. If, however, different
parts of an artifact are adapted during workflows (e.g., a spreadsheet containing
entry-level salaries for different positions), it may be required to represent the
artifact in the DesignSpace at a quite fine-grained level so that for different work-
flows and different tasks it can be defined exactly which parts of the artifact are
to be adapted.

5 Efficient Process and Workflow Support

Next, based on our illustrative example, we discuss how the integration of enter-
prise knowledge with the DesignSpace makes task execution more efficient for
agents and how it prevents inconsistencies from being introduced unnoticed.

First, both required tasks in the workflow, which is highlighted with a green
background in Fig. 1, can be linked to specific pieces of knowledge (e.g., to the
department that hired the intern in the organization model, or the salary for
interns in that department in the spreadsheet). This not only increases efficiency,
but it also reduces the chance of errors being made.

Moreover, since the organization model and the enterprise’s cost-calculation
spreadsheet are integrated with the DesignSpace, consistency can be checked
between the knowledge stored in the corresponding files. A consistency rule can
be used that expresses, for instance, that for each employee that appears in the
spreadsheet there must be a corresponding entry in the organization model that
has exactly the same information (e.g., the employee must not belong to dif-
ferent departments). The traces between employee entries in the organization
model and the spreadsheet can be generated automatically in the DesignSpace’s
knowledge transformation service based on unique indentifiers (e.g., the employ-
ees name, date of birth, and social security number). Indeed, if such a trace
cannot be established, for example because one of the two responsible agents
entered an incorrect date of birth, this is identified as an inconsistency by the
DesignSpace. If the trace can be created, the consistency checking service can
navigate the trace and check whether both pieces of information meet the desired
condition (i.e., equality), and detects an inconsistency if there is a contradiction
(e.g., the department differs). If an inconsistency is detected either during trace
generation or during consistency checking, both agents are informed through
the notification service that there is an inconsistency that needs to be fixed. The
knowledge involved in this inconsistency is highlighted with red background in
Fig. 1. Since the consistency rule requires the specified information to be equal,
either of the responsible agents may review in the file linked to his workflow
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task whether he entered the employee information correctly. If, for example, the
agent that adapted the organization model finds that he entered the informa-
tion correctly, it follows automatically that the information is incorrect in the
involved spreadsheet. In this case, the DesignSpace’s knowledge transformation
and propagation services may be used to automatically propagate the correct
information and update the spreadsheet accordingly.

To check whether the correct salary was entered in the spreadsheet during the
second task of the workflow, another trace can be generated that, based on the
employee’s specific job, department, and geographic location automatically traces
to the correct salary. This equality trace can then be checked by the consistency
checker. If an inconsistency is detected (as illustrated by the elements highlighted
with yellow background in Fig. 1), in this case only the agent who performed the
second task is informed because the contradiction is within the spreadsheet, which
was not edited by the agent that handled the first task. As with the first inconsis-
tency, the change propagation service of the DesignSpace may be used by the agent
to establish equality and thus eliminate the inconsistency. Note that in this sce-
nario, the knowledge transformation service of the DesignSpace could have been
used to insert the correct salary automatically. However, by detecting an inconsis-
tency and informing the agent, it remains possible to purposely ignore an incon-
sistency, for example because the intern has negotiated a higher salary. In this
section, we have shown by example how the fine-grained integration of enterprise
knowledge and the DesignSpace’s various services enable efficient detection and
handling of inconsistencies during workflows.

6 Validation

To demonstrate the general feasibility of our approach, we used a prototype
implementation of the DesignSpace as well as adapters for commonly used mod-
eling and enterprise artifact editing tools. In three case studies the practical
applicability and scalability was assessed.

6.1 Prototype Implementation and Tool Integration

To date, the core knowledge integration and knowledge sharing and management
services of the DesignSpace, as discussed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, have been imple-
mented.1 These services include: (i) data storage mechanisms that allows for
cloud-based mirroring of arbitrary enterprise models and artifacts, (ii) traceabil-
ity, (iii) consistency checking, (iv) trace-based change notification for knowledge
changes, and (v) an editor with basic visualization capabilities.

Currently, tool-adapters are available for various tools to synchronize existing
enterprise knowledge automatically with the DesignSpace.

Modeling Tool. For modeling tools, we have developed a tool adapter for the
IBM Rational Software Architect (IBM RSA). The RSA does not only support

1 Prototype available at isse.jku.at/tools/dsspc/xadr.zip (pw: dsisse).

http://isse.jku.at/tools/dsspc/xadr.zip
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software architecture modeling, but it provides general support for building mod-
els for diverse domains, including business process models and workflows.

Spreadsheet Tools. For spreadsheet software, we implemented a tool adapter
for Microsoft Excel. The adapter performs synchronization with the DesignSpace
at cell level—each cell that contains information is mapped to the DesignSpace.

Domain-specific Tools. We have implemented adapters for three tools com-
monly used by technology companies: (i) Eclipse IDE, a source code development
tool commonly used in software engineering, (ii) ProEngineer, an integrated 3D
CAD/CAM/CAE solution commonly used in various engineering domains (e.g.,
mechatronical systems), and (iii) IBM RSA.

6.2 Case Studies

The DesignSpace has been applied in three different case studies.

EPlan. In this case study, engineers used the DesignSpace’s services to establish
traceability between enterprise artifacts, specifically between EPlan electrical
models and Java source code. Consistency between the electrical model and
source code was checked based on a set of user-defined, domain-specific rules.
Even with large models and source code bases, engineers did not encounter any
issues regarding the responsiveness of the DesignSpace. Knowledge adaptations
were handled live during workflows by tool-adapters and consistency information
as well as change notifications were provided in tools without noticable delays.

ACCM Robot Arm. The DesignSpace has also been used in the mechatronics
domain as a platform for designing a robot arm. The project involved various
kinds of enterprise artifacts. For example, mechanical calculations were provided
in the form of multiple Excel spreadsheets. IBM RSA was used to build mod-
els of the robot’s controller software. 3D CAD models and Matlab simulation
models were also built and integrated with the DesignSpace. All artifacts were
represented in the DesignSpace and traceability between the artifacts was estab-
lished. The DesignSpace’s data services were used to check consistency among
artifacts and to notify engineers about relevant artifact changes.

ACCM Visualization Experiment. In this application, different enterprise
artifacts for mechatronical development projects (e.g., requirements, mecha-
tronic design models) were integrated in the DesignSpace and traces between
those artifacts were established by domain experts. Students were then asked to
perform defined refactorings (i.e., adaptations of existing knowledge) using the
services provided by the DesignSpace, which they did with overall great success.

Summary. Overall, the DesignSpace has been used successfully in different
domains to integrate enterprise artifacts, to establish traceability among them,
to check consistency, and to notify agents about knowledge changes.

6.3 Threats to Validity

Next, we discuss some possible threats to the validity of our approach.
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Integration Effort. While for typical formats of enterprise models it is possible
to use standardized adapter, this is often not possible for domain-specific enter-
prise artifacts that may require specialized adapters. In practice, this means that
enterprises adopting our approach will need to consult with information engi-
neering experts to decide on these questions. However, the DesignSpace provides
a sophisticated programming interface as well as an extensive documentation.
Therefore, building file- or tool-adapters is quite straight-forward.

Trace Creation and Management. Traces are one of the cornerstones of
our approach, thus it is crucial that they are established and also managed,
which seems to be error-prone when considering the vast amount of knowledge
and the diversity of artifacts that exist in today’s enterprises. However, the
DesignSpace supports different ways of establishing and managing traces. First,
heuristic algorithms may be used to generate and maintain traces automati-
cally. Second, the DesignSpace provides tools that support agents in creating
and managing traces. In first industrial applications (see above), agents have
not encountered any issues with creating or managing traces. Thus, using the
DesignSpace to integrate and trace diverse enterprise artifacts has been shown
to be feasible.

Kinds of Integrated Models and Artifacts. In the case studies presented
above, only enterprise artifacts but no enterprise models have been used. How-
ever, in principle there is no difference between tracing enterprise artifacts and
enterprise models, as both are represented uniformly within the DesignSpace.
Moreover, the software models that have been used in the case studies are struc-
turally quite similar to typical enterprise model (i.e., graph-like data structures).
Therefore, we believe that our approach is applicable also to enterprise models.

7 Related Work

Antunes et al. [12] proposed the use of ontologies to enable sophisticed EA
analysis through the use of description logics. While the DesignSpace is gen-
erally agnostic to ontologies, the ontologies of enterprise models and artifacts
can also be managed by the DesignSpace. The additional information can be
used by services to perform, for example, more sophisticated consistency check-
ing. A benefit of using the DesignSpace is that it does not require the explicit
definition of ontologies. Moreover, the DesignSpace has been built with incre-
mentality as key feature—any change to enterprise knowledge is analyzed imme-
diately and automatically, and feedback to potentially affected agents is available
instantly. Florez et al. [1] proposed an approach that allows for the explicit mod-
eling of imperfections in enterprise models that occur because of, for instance,
incorrect information or missing information sources. Note that when using the
DesignSpace services for modeling an enterprise, such imperfections are detected
automatically. Information about these imperfections is available to modelers
instantly. However, are free to ignore inconsistencies for the time being, thus
accepting the detected imperfections temporarily. Moreover, the DesignSpace is
in principle capable of detecting imperfections in enterprise models represented
in any language.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented how the cloud-based knowledge-sharing platform
DesignSpace can be applied in enterprise modeling to address common issues
of too coarse-grained support for enterprise artifacts in workflows. First case
studies with a prototype implementation suggest that the approach is feasible
and scalable. For future work, we plan to provide more adapters for different
kinds of existing enterprise knowledge and to apply our prototoype in industrial
companies.
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